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Olympian efforts will bring rewards 

  

Welcome to 'Service Without Boundaries', the U-Freight Group's customer newsletter, our 

13th edition. 

  

In the UK, I gather that there has been mounting excitement about the ongoing 2012 

Olympic and the impending start of the Paralympic Games. 

  

A recent survey by Deloitte found that the Games are providing a significant boost to „Brand 

Britain‟ particularly among the growing numbers of middle class consumers in China and 

India. 

  

The Olympics deliver a powerful metaphor for freight forwarding, with some striking 

parallels. Fierce competition, victories gained by sometimes the smallest margins, goals 

and targets set and achieved, the establishment of long-term and short-term strategies and 

tactics, hard work, perseverance, determination, teamwork, dealing with success and 

recovering from failure and setbacks – those are all key challenges in both worlds. 

  

Success in sports and freight forwarding alike relies on the ability to continually move 

performance to higher levels. What you achieve this year will never be good enough next 

year. Goals and standards move onward and upward, creating an unrelenting demand to 

find new means and methods to ensure the delivery of performance curves that can seem 

tantalisingly, or even impossibly, out of reach. 

  

The ability to thrive under intense pressure is perhaps the most defining characteristic of 

elite athletes. They excel when the heat is turned up and stay focused on the things that 

really matter in the face of potential distractions. They are able to bounce back from 

setbacks with a determination and intense desire to succeed. And, most crucially, they are 

able to maintain their belief in themselves in the most trying circumstances. I am sure that 

this will strike a chord with everyone reading this newsletter, whether you are a customer of 

U-Freight, or a partner of ours in the supply chain. 

  

Once again the July issue of 'Service without Boundaries' contains useful news about 

U-Freight and background information about international trade which should be of interest 

to all readers. 



 

LATEST NEWS 

INCREASED FOCUS ON SOUTH AMERICA MARKETS 

Our first sales conference for U-Freight and its partners in South America was a great 

success 

 Read more 

U-FREIGHT GAINS TRUSTED TRADER STATUS IN KEY MARKETS 

U-Freight Holland BV, the Dutch subsidiary of the U-Freight Group (UFL), has been certified 

by the Dutch Customs authority as an Authorised Economic Operator (AEO) in the Customs 

Simplifications and Security Procedures categories  

 Read more 

CONTINUING TO QUENCH CHINESE THIRST FOR FINE WINE IMPORTS  

U-Freight is in the perfect position to support China‟s growing consumer demand for fine 

wine being imported into Hong Kong and mainland China as we have made significant 

investment in wine storage facilities in Hong Kong to create the perfect gateway for wine 

into this booming and valuable market. 

 Read more 

WHY HONG KONG IS PERFECT FOR U-FREIGHT 

We were interested by a recent news report that contained some key indicators on Hong 

Kong that reinforce the city‟s location as one of the most important cargo gateways in the 

world and reflects positively on the city as the perfect location for our global headquarters.  

 Read more 

ANIMAL FIRST FOR IRISH PARTNER 

Our partner in Ireland - EFL International Distribution - is celebrating, having become the 

first company in Ireland to be an approved carrier under the Pet Passport System. 

 Read more 

 



 

INDUSTRY SECTOR FOCUS 

HELPING TO FULFIL THE PROMISE OF CHINA’S INTERIOR DESPITE THE 

LOGISTICAL CHALLENGES  

The lack of legislation, meanwhile, increases the risks of road transport. Road transport is not 

subject to maximum legal liability protection and trucking companies are not required to have cargo 

insurance 

 Read more 

 

 

 

 

 

NOTA BENE 

NEW SYSTEM FOR IMPORT DECLARATIONS IN CHENGDU 

In China, From Monday, July 2, Chengdu customs has implemented a new system for import 

declarations. 

 Read more 

NANCHANG CUSTOMS OKAYS DIRECT TRANSPORT TO HONG KONG  

According to Xinhua reports, in China the direct transport service from mainland cities to 

Hong Kong has recently been extended to the central city of Nanchang, reducing transport 

time from Nanchang to Hong Kong 

 Read more 

100 PERCENT SCANNING OF CONTAINERS BOUND FOR THE USA – UPDATE  

The requirement for 100 percent of US-bound containers to be scanned before reaching the 

United States still remains a requirement of the law passed by Congress in 2007, although 

the Department for Homeland Security (DHS) has extended a two year blanket exemption to 

foreign ports because the such scanning would be too costly and cumbersome 

 Read more 

ICAO RULES BECOME MORE RESTRICTIVE ON AIR CARRIAGE OF LITHIUM 

BATTERIES 

The UN's International Civil Aviation Organisation's (ICAO) has removed or reduced 

exemptions from a stricter cargo handling regime when moving flammable lithium batteries 

 Read more 

 



 

 

 

 

 

HONG KONG AND SHENZHEN TO BUILD INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING CENTRE 

We note that Hong Kong and Shenzhen are planning to build an international shipping 

centre by establishing an international shipping trade centre in the Qianhai area of 

Shenzhen within the next five years 

 Read more 

INDUSTRIAL ACTION BY BRAZILIAN CUSTOMS OFFICERS INTENSIFIES 

UFL notes that during a further week of industrial action by Brazilian customs officers - 

with a four day strike underway in the main ports of the country - the impact of strikes is 

worsening, affecting cargo clearance and ship movements 

 Read more 

GACAG CALLS FOR GLOBAL APPROACH TO CARGO RISK-ASSESSMENT 

The Global Air Cargo Advisory Group (GACAG) has warned against the issuance of 

ad-hoc directives about the utilisation of advance electronic data for airfreight security, 

stating that they would have an adverse and costly impact on air cargo security 

 Read more 

 

Anyone who has any questions about the items contained in this newsletter should get in touch with 

your ufreight office. Please visit our website on a regular basis for more items of breaking news. 

www.ufreight.com 

 

 

http://www.ufreight.com/


 

 

INCREASED FOCUS ON SOUTH AMERICA MARKETS        

Our first sales conference for U-Freight and its partners in South America was a great 

success. 

  

Held in Lima, Peru, and hosted by Beagle Shipping, our long term partner in that market, 

the conference gave senior management from U-Freight an opportunity to discuss 

developments in services and partners in the fast expanding markets of South America. 

  

UFL‟s CEO, Simon Wong was accompanied by other senior management from the group 

including Terenece Tsang (U-Ocean), Rick Keller (UF America) and Bill Rauld, sales 

manager, Latin America. 

  

Management from U-Freight‟s partners in Argentina (Lynx Cargo International); Brazil 

(Yamaneco Yacon Carga Aerea); Chile (Sosertrans); Mexico (Mexico Air Cargo Systems); 

Paraguay (Inter America Group); Peru (Beagle Shipping) and Uruguay (SAF Sea Air 

Forwarders) were also present. 

  

The delegates reviewed how U-Freight continues to enhance the range of worldwide 

scheduled ocean and airfreight services it offers and heard of development plans for the 

growing markets of South America, which are all witnessing increased domestic demand 

for finished goods from the world‟s major manufacturing areas. All of which can be satisfied 

with U-Freight‟s innovative sea-air services from China and other Asian countries, as well 

as North America and Europe. 

  

The conference heard how few rival forwarders allow such convenient scheduled sailings 

between Asia and South American destinations over key US gateways to Brazil and there is 

a lack of direct air services from China to South America causing poor transit times, high 

costs and risks of cargo damage, as well as security problems. Direct ocean freight 

services are also in limited supply and have long transit times and limited options for urgent 

shipments or small orders. 

  

 

 

 

 



 

 

Our sea-air operation offers regular direct consolidation services from Asian ports across 

the Pacific to US West Coast ports before transfer to air freight services to the key 

gateways into the countries of South America, especially Brazil as it gears up for World Cup 

in 2014 and Olympics in 2016. Services over the US East Coast travel via Miami, the 

world‟s entry port into South America. 

  

  

Conference delegates also heard how UFL partners are making their own investments in 

their respective markets. Some of the highlights are: Lynx opening a new office in Argentina; 

Beagle becoming the second largest agent in Peru and opening new facilities and 

expanding its trucking fleet; Yamaneco adding new senior managers in Brazil; Sosertrans 

exploring U-Freight‟s wine logistics services to take Chilean wine to China; and Mexico Air 

Cargo Systems opening up its own office in Miami. 

  

All of these developments will add impetus to U-Freight‟s forwarding and logistics activities 

in South America. 

  

Delegates also heard that U-Freight is keen to fill in the gaps in its partner network in Latin 

America, especially in Central America in order to build on the volumes of freight traffic 

moving through Miami and Los Angeles, which serve as U-Freight‟s North American 

gateways to and from South American markets. 

  

Rauld said: “It was a good first conference and we established some important priorities 

which are designed to help us expand sales with existing customers, and develop new 

business in South America for our network elsewhere across the globe. 

  

"We offer the full range of air and sea freight import and export services for markets in 

South America and there are numerous opportunities to expand this traffic in the future. 

U-Freight‟s future throughout the Americas is very bright.” 

 



 



 

 

U-FREIGHT GAINS TRUSTED TRADER STATUS IN KEY 

MARKETS                                                 

 

U-Freight Holland BV, the Dutch subsidiary of the U-Freight Group (UFL), has been 

certified by the Dutch Customs authority as an Authorised Economic Operator (AEO) in the 

Customs Simplifications and Security Procedures categories. 

  

The accreditation of our Dutch subsidiary came just before the EU and the USA signed an 

agreement to mutually recognise each other‟s certified trusted traders (known shippers) 

from July 1. 

  

According to the European Commission, there are nearly 5,000 companies in the European 

Union certified as Authorised Economic Operators (AEOs) and U-Freight Holland‟s 

accreditation follows that of U-Freight‟s Spanish (Tracosa) and German (Alpha trans Luft- 

und Seefrachtspedition) partners earlier this year. 

  

U-Freight Holland will see tangible benefits of AEO accreditation including fewer physical 

and documentary examinations of cargo, priority use of non-intrusive inspection techniques 

when examination is required, priority processing by Customs whenever security is 

heightened and „Preferred Trader‟ eligibility. 

  

Under this agreement the EU and the USA will recognise each other‟s security certified 

operators. AEOs in the EU, such as our Dutch subsidiary, and Spanish and German 

partners, will receive benefits when exporting to the US market, and the EU will reciprocate 

for certified members of the US Customs-Trade Partnership against terrorism (C-TPAT). 

U-Freight America has been C-TPAT certified since 2003 and validated in 2006. In the 

same year our oceanfreight forwarding division, U-Ocean USA, was certified. 

  

The additional benefits we gain as a result of the agreement between the EU and the USA 

will help us to enjoy lower costs, simplified procedures and greater predictability in our 

transatlantic activities, as a result of a mutual recognition decision, while ensuring the 

security standards of both countries are met. 

  

 



 

 

The AEO scheme is one of a series of measures being coordinated by the World Customs 

Organisation as part of a multi-layered approach to facilitating trade whilst making supply 

chains more secure and controlled. In adopting the AEO regime, the EU is aligning with 

similar measures introduced by other countries, including the USA and Japan. The scheme 

provides legitimate businesses with a quality mark, which will demonstrate that their 

internal controls, staff training and procedures are effective and compliant. 

 

 



 

 

CONTINUING TO QUENCH CHINESE THIRST FOR FINE WINE 

IMPORTS                                                 

 

U-Freight is in the perfect position to support China‟s growing consumer demand for fine 

wine being imported into Hong Kong and mainland China as we have made significant 

investment in wine storage facilities in Hong Kong to create the perfect gateway for wine 

into this booming and valuable market. 

  

We note with interest the growing demand from e-commerce operations in China for fine 

wines from Old and New World vineyards. Operations such as Yihaodian, the mainland 

e-commerce operation controlled by US giant Wal-Mart, are being developed to satisfy the 

growing demand for the finer things in life from Chinese consumers. 

  

In a number of our logistics warehouses, accommodation has been created to allow our 

customers to sample wine as well as enjoy comprehensive wine storage facilities with 

sophisticated temperature and humidity control mechanisms. 

  

U-Freight Logistics (HK) Limited is officially able to provide commercial wine storage 

services within the company‟s warehouse at Kwai Chung. 

  

The Hong Kong Quality Assurance Agency (HKQAA) has partnered with the industry to 

develop the HKQAA Wine Storage Management Systems Certification Scheme for wine 

storage companies and wine retailers, which is the first of its kind in the world. The scheme 

has been championed by the industry and a significant number of wine storage facilities 

have already been awarded the certification. 

  

We are justly proud to have our facilities officially approved by the HKQAA. 

 

 



 

 

WHY HONG KONG IS PERFECT FOR U-FREIGHT             

 

We were interested by a recent news report that contained some key indicators on Hong 

Kong that reinforce the city‟s location as one of the most important cargo gateways in the 

world and reflects positively on the city as the perfect location for our global headquarters. 

  

The most startling indicator is that the city is within a five-hour flight from half of the world‟s 

population while creating a role as China‟s gateway, a key door into and out of the world‟s 

second largest economy and fastest growing consumer market. 

  

As well as the unrivalled port and airport infrastructure in the city, UFL appreciates the 

importance of the business environment we find in the city: there is a longstanding and 

enviable reputation of the city for transparency, security, efficiency, speed and connectivity 

throughout the territory. 

  

UFL is headquartered in the city of Hong Kong to take advantage of the fact that it enjoys 

the third largest container port in the world and the world‟s number one cargo airport – 

reaffirming the city‟s position as a leading global logistics hub and the ideal location for the 

offices that oversee the UFL global network. 

 

 



 

 

ANIMAL FIRST FOR IRISH PARTNER                        

 

Our partner in Ireland - EFL International Distribution - is celebrating, having become the 

first company in Ireland to be an approved carrier under the Pet Passport System. 

  

As a consequence of changes in European legislation relating to the movement of pet 

animals within the EU, EFL International Distribution (EFL), based in Dublin, dedicated 

more time and resources relating to the handling and moving of live animals. 

  

In December 2011, EFL received authorisation from the Irish Government Department of 

Agriculture, Food and Marine, to operate as an approved registered carrier of Pets into 

Ireland from other EU member states. 

  

EFL continued to seek ways to improve services and have now become the first freight 

company in Ireland to be granted authorisation to operate as a transporter of pet cats and 

dogs under regulation 6 of the European Communities (Pet Passport) Regulations 2012. 

  

This allows EFL to provide full document and animal examination of pets arriving from 

countries considered being of high risk for animal diseases, services that were traditionally 

only available at one Government approved veterinarian clinic. 

  

EFL will provide these services at Dublin airport by using a mobile clinic and can now 

arrange to move pets from the five continents of the world to Dublin and look after the 

arrangements with the Department of Agriculture to provide a safe and speedy release of 

the pet to the owners. 

  

The first clients to use the new mobile unit will be two cats originating from Thailand. The 

U-Freight office in Bangkok worked with EFL to arrange the movement to Dublin. EFL have 

also exported pets from Ireland to various countries globally, one Saint Bernard was moved 

recently with the assistance of the UFL offices in London to Yangon, Burma. 

 





 

 

HELPING TO FULFIL THE PROMISE OF CHINA’S INTERIOR 

DESPITE THE LOGISTICAL CHALLENGES                   

 

China‟s coastal cities have thrived thanks to massive foreign and local investment. The 

country‟s inland provinces, however, have been largely left behind. Today, they represent 

less than 15 percent of the country‟s gross domestic product. 

  

The Chinese government hopes to narrow this wealth gap by boosting investment in the 

country‟s interior. Its latest five-year plan includes ambitious projects to open up remote 

regions with massive investment in rail, road, river and air infrastructure, and U-Freight is 

keen to help. 

  

China has earmarked more than Yuan 30 billion to build and restore 19,000 km of 

waterways over the next decade, for example. It also plans to build or upgrade 45 airports 

in areas including the provinces of Xinjiang, Inner Mongolia, Ningxia, Qinghai, Gansu, 

Shanxi and Tibet. Traffic is expected to rise more than 20 percent every year in these 

regions. 

  

In another measure of its ambitions, the government aims for 20 percent of fruits and 30 

percent of vegetables to be transported in refrigerated lorries by the end of 2015. That 

compares to around ten percent today with significant variations between provinces. 

  

International companies looking to move deeper into the world‟s second-largest economy 

still face considerable logistical challenges, however. These include high transport costs 

and potentially long journeys that challenge supply-chain models. 

  

Companies must carefully weigh the costs, supply and delivery times. They also face a 

highly fragmented market. Transporting fast-moving goods such as foodstuffs to China‟s 

interior can cost up to 60 percent of the value of the goods. That compares to just ten 

percent in western countries. 

  

Freight road transport times, meanwhile, also vary. It takes between one to four days to 

move goods from Shanghai to another main city and between nine and 12 days to reach 

remote locations such as the Sichuan mountains. 



 

  

Slow-moving traffic, access restrictions in cities and frequent unloading mean it can take 48 

hours to transport goods one thousand km inside China compared to just 12 hours in 

western countries. 

  

Of course, there are alternatives including air transport and express rail but these modes 

apply weight and size restrictions and that goods transported by train can also be delayed 

on the platform before departure. 

  

The lack of legislation, meanwhile, increases the risks of road transport. Road transport is 

not subject to maximum legal liability protection and trucking companies are not required to 

have cargo insurance. 

  

If clients do not have insurance they have no legal claim to damages from the transporter. 

Claims have to be negotiated and sometimes companies prefer not to negotiate with their 

customers when the sums exceed the transport bill. U-Freight, therefore, always advises 

clients to insure their own goods or require proof of insurance from the transporter. 

  

Despite the challenges, we feel that it makes business sense for international companies to 

set their sights beyond China‟s coastal provinces and U-Freight's plans to develop its 

infrastructure and logistics hubs to help companies to seize the opportunities. 

 

                                                                              



 

 

NEW SYSTEM FOR IMPORT DECLARATIONS IN CHENGDU   

 

In China, From Monday, July 2, Chengdu customs has implemented a new system for 

import declarations. 

  

For all import airfreight shipments to Chengdu, the HAWB will be used to declare the 

shipments. In order to facilitate the pace for Customs clearance, clients shipping through 

Chengdu are urged to pay attention and strictly comply with the following: 

  

1: Make sure that both the MAWB and HAWB number are shown on the HAWB clearly. 

  

2: The sum of the actual weight shown on the HAWB(s) should EXACTLY match with the 

one shown on the MAWB. No differences are allowed. 

  

Since it is the initial stage for implementation of the new system, the penalty for 

non-compliance has not been announced. However, the speed for cargo release is likely to 

be affected if any mistakes are found on above points. 

  

U-Freight is keen that our clients moving cargo through Chengdu are up to speed on these 

new regulations. Our offices worldwide will inform any client of the new requirements. 

                                                                              

 



 

 

NANCHANG CUSTOMS OKAYS DIRECT TRANSPORT TO HONG 

KONG                                                     

 

According to Xinhua reports, in China the direct transport service from mainland cities to 

Hong Kong has recently been extended to the central city of Nanchang, reducing transport 

time from Nanchang to Hong Kong. 

  

We understand from the reports that with the new service, shipments from Nanchang's 

export processing zone will be carried by trucks approved to commute between the 

mainland and Hong Kong. 

  

Before this, cargo from Nanchang had to be unloaded at Shenzhen customs, to be 

reloaded onto trucks approved to run in Hong Kong, leading to delays. 

                                                                              



 

 



 

 

100 PERCENT SCANNING OF CONTAINERS BOUND FOR THE 

USA – UPDATE                                            

 

The requirement for 100 percent of US-bound containers to be scanned before reaching 

the United States still remains a requirement of the law passed by Congress in 2007, 

although the Department for Homeland Security (DHS) has extended a two year blanket 

exemption to foreign ports because the such scanning would be too costly and 

cumbersome. 

  

The DHS is in a difficult position as the law was passed in response to the US 9/11 

Commission and there is a view in US Government that there is a high risk of terrorist 

action linked to the shipping of containers. With over 700 ports worldwide shipping to any of 

over 300 sea and river ports in the USA the costs and potential for logistical gridlock are 

obvious. 

  

There has been much talk of screening as opposed to scanning. Scanning is a physical 

intervention of every container. Screening is the use of intelligence and software profiling to 

identify high risk container for subsequent investigation. 

  

The DHS seems to be stuck between the proverbial “rock and a hard place”. 100 percent 

scanning would cause a log jam yet the DHS must comply with the law. It will be interesting 

to see how the conundrum is resolved in the coming two years. 

                                                                             



 



 

 

ICAO RULES BECOME MORE RESTRICTIVE ON AIR 

CARRIAGE OF LITHIUM BATTERIES                        

 

The UN's International Civil Aviation Organisation's (ICAO) has removed or reduced 

exemptions from a stricter cargo handling regime when moving flammable lithium batteries. 

  

"We have removed or reduced the number of exemptions that are possible. Now, with very 

few exceptions, they will have to meet most of the requirements in the technical 

instructions," said ICAO dangerous goods programme chief Katherine Rooney. 

  

Dr Rooney pointed out that initially the United Nations decided that a very small number of 

batteries can be exempted from most of the requirements using a special provision, if it has 

met certain UN tests when transporting such goods. 

  

"We had our panel meeting last October; we were unable to come to a final decision on 

lithium batteries, and we held a special working group of the panel last February. The 

amendments will come through for 2013, she said." 

  

Under the new rules, pilots must be notified if there are any large shipments of lithium 

batteries on board, she said. 

  

Asked whether making rules more restrictive was warranted, Dr Rooney said "Air transport 

is the only mode of transport where dangerous goods are being transported along with 

passengers."   

                                                                           

 



 

 

HONG KONG AND SHENZHEN TO BUILD INTERNATIONAL 

SHIPPING CENTRE                                        

 

We note that Hong Kong and Shenzhen are planning to build an international shipping 

centre by establishing an international shipping trade centre in the Qianhai area of 

Shenzhen within the next five years. 

  

Reports in the international media indicate that in Shenzhen's 12th five-year programme 

the city will be focusing on creating service platforms for an international trade centre. 

  

Shenzhen will enlarge the port's capacity, further improving international shipping services, 

and introduce a shipping management centre, as well as a ship brokerage and settlement 

centre. Hong Kong has also expressed their interest in Shenzhen's plan. By building an 

international shipping centre, Shenzhen will expand the shipping route network and draw 

more renowned overseas shipping and management firms to invest in business in 

Shenzhen. 

  

In the meantime, U-Freight understands that the port in western Shenzhen will be part of 

the Qianhai free trade port area. The port area will offer preferential tax policies to shipping 

companies and will do a trial run of a yuan loan programme. To help increase customs 

efficiency, green passages will be created between the port area and Shenzhen 

checkpoints. 

  

The hope is to turn Qianhai into South China's Manhattan after Shenzhen and Hong Kong 

develop it, transforming Qianhai into a regional transportation hub. By 2020 Qianhai will 

have already created more urban railways, water traffic routes and ports in addition to 

creating a hub for service industries in the Asia Pacific region. 

  

UFL appreciates the importance of the business environment we find in both cities. Of 

course, we are headquartered in the city of Hong Kong to take advantage of the fact that it 

enjoys the third largest container port in the world and the world‟s number one cargo 

airport – reaffirming the city‟s position as a leading global logistics hub and the ideal 

location for the offices that oversee the UFL global network 



 

INDUSTRIAL ACTION BY BRAZILIAN CUSTOMS OFFICERS 

INTENSIFIES                                              

 

UFL notes that during a further week of industrial action by Brazilian customs officers - with 

a four day strike underway in the main ports of the country - the impact of strikes is 

worsening, affecting cargo clearance and ship movements. 

  

Customs officers have taken their strike action from two to fours days per week, resulting in 

major ports having no import or export clearance; no transit clearance, no process 

operations, with only medicines, food and livestock unaffected, during strike days.  

  

U-Freight notes that shipments are currently being cleared in a backlog, affecting import 

and export processes and delaying operations. With the additional strike days putting more 

pressure on port operations, some ports may have to refuse cargo if the action continues. 

Congestion at some ports is already impacting anchorage areas, forcing ships to deviate to 

other less congested ports. 

  

With cargo clearances and processes already more expensive, the strike is further affecting 

commerce and customs‟ leaders are expecting this latest action to reinforce their 

negotiating position to the government on salaries and working conditions.  

  

Locally, our partner in Brazil is continuing to monitor events in the country so that we can 

help customers to minimise the effect on their operations. 

                                                                          

 

 



 

 

GACAG CALLS FOR GLOBAL APPROACH TO CARGO 

RISK-ASSESSMENT                                       

 

The Global Air Cargo Advisory Group (GACAG) has warned against the issuance of ad-hoc 

directives about the utilisation of advance electronic data for airfreight security, stating that 

they would have an adverse and costly impact on air cargo security. 

  

GACAG is calling for regulators to work closely with the air cargo industry to develop rules 

and regulations in this area. GACAG is also calling for broad industry participation in the 

ongoing Air Cargo Advance Screening (ACAS) pilot under way in the United States, and for 

all parties to consider the results of that pilot in developing global standards. 

  

Michael Steen, chairman of GACAG, said: “We are a global industry and it is critical that we 

work with regulators to develop a global, harmonised approach in this area. We believe 

there will be great value from our industry members‟ participation in the ACAS pilot in the 

USA and on drawing lessons from that pilot towards a globalised and harmonised 

outcome.” 

  

In its new position paper on Air Cargo Advance Electronic Information for Security 

Purposes, GACAG says it fully endorses and supports efforts to constantly improve security 

in the international air cargo supply chain and supports the use of advance electronic 

information for risk assessment purposes in accordance with the World Customs 

Organization‟s SAFE Framework of Standards and other applicable international security 

standards. The Group says it supports the use of Regulator-Industry consultation, 

collaboration and pilot programs as the means of developing these programs, such as the 

ACAS initiative in the USA led by U.S Customs and Border Protection and Transportation 

Security Administration. 

  

However, GACAG warns against national authorities taking a non-uniform approach to the 

implementation of advance electronic data requirements for security, stating that this could 

result in added bureaucracy, additional costs and less predictability for the aviation sector. 

GACAG also believes that consultation and collaboration between regulators and industry 

are key to finding a workable approach. 



 

  

Steen added: “There has been a recent significant increase in the number of countries 

seeking to implement advance electronic information but as some countries may not be 

following the advance electronic information standards published in the WCO SAFE 

Framework, it is creating confusion and additional costs to the aviation sector. In their 

respective efforts to further secure the air cargo supply chain, some countries have been 

releasing ad hoc directives - including consideration of advance electronic information prior 

to loading - without adequate time for discussion, resulting in regulations that the industry 

may be unable to fulfill.” 

  

GACAG is recommending a series of measures that need to be addressed in order to 

achieve an orderly rollout of advance electronic information requirements for security 

purposes. The Group‟s recommendations include a call for authorities to recognise that 

different segments of the air cargo industry have very different business models such as 

integrators, consolidation through freight forwarders, etc. 

  

Therefore, it says, advance data requirements for security risk assessment purposes 

should allow for multiple originators of filings based on the availability of the information, 

while also limiting multiple submissions of the same information.  

  

GACAG also suggests that importers, exporters or their agents should provide authorities 

with goods declarations (e.g. house waybill information) for security risk assessment 

purposes as early as possible. It also believes authorities should provide electronic 

notification of a security concern, where possible, in order to coordinate containment. 

  

GACAG‟s full position paper and recommendations on advance electronic data for air cargo 

security are published on its website at www.gacag.org 

  

U-Freight will always remain vigilant from within to secure the parts of the global supply 

chain we control. We support explicitly all agencies working to increase security within the 

supply chain. For more information, contact your local office. 

                                                                       

  

 


